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35 GHz 10 W PA Assembly
SRR Series

DESCRIPTION
Among them, the K and Ka band directional Doppler
DESCRIPTION
Radar
front where
ends are
production.
More thanThe
one
SRR series ranging sensor heads are designed for long range distance
detection
theinsensitivity
is essential.

thousand
sets ahave
been
delivered.
In addition,
sensors are constructed with a high performance horn antenna or horn-lens
antenna,
linear
to circular
polarizer
and T/R
has delivered
Ka through
diplexer, a balanced mixer and a high performance varactor tuned GunnDucommun
oscillator orTechnologies
dielectric resonator
VCO/multiplier
chain. The low 1/f noise mixer diodes and high performance oscillator enhance
detectionprototypes
sensitivity at
IF frequency
W band the
engineering
forlow
plasma
detection
and circular polarization waveform improves reception ability for varioussystem,
Radar targets.
The Radar,
standard
models
are automatic
offered
automotive
speed
Radar,
with single channel output and the dual channel version are available per
request.
test
set, Radio Telescope, Missile terminal guidance,
telecommunication system, etc. applications.
Standard products are offered at 24.15 GHz, 35.0 GHz and 76.5 GHz, while other frequency bands are available upon
request.
Ducommun Technologies is approved to be a
company who can not only supply high performance
catalog products, but also realize a concept into
the hardware with state-of-the-art performance
prototypes and cost effective volume production.
SRR-35120610-01
SRR-77120910-01

SPECIFICATIONS
Parameters / Model #

SRR-24120610-01

RF frequency

35.500 GHz

76.500 GHz

Varactor Tuning Range

GHz
30 GHz Plasma 24.150
Detection
50 MHz (Min) / 0 to +20 V (Typ.)
Sensor Assembly

100 MHz (Min) / 0 to +20 V (Typ.)

250 MHz (Min) / 0 to +20 V (Typ.)

+10 dBm (typical)

+10 dBm (typical)

Transmitter output power

+10 dBm (typical)

Receiver
conversion
loss
6understands
dB (typical)
Ducommun
Technologies

customers’
Technologies
notMHz
only(minimum)
supplies the
DC to 100
standard
custom made 12
components
and modules,
Antenna
3 dBand
beamwidth
degrees (typical)
but also
the importance
of providing
Antenna
sideunderstands
lob level
-20 dB (maximum)
engineering
design
and
service
to
its
customers.
Polarization
right hand circular

right hand circular

right hand circular

Spurious and harmonics

-16 dBc (maximum)

-16 dBc (maximum)

Ducommun
IFneeds.
bandwidth

-16 dBc (maximum)

Ducommun Technologies’s self-contained, in-house
-0.20 MHz/°C (maximum)
components design and fabrication capacities ensured
∆P/∆T
-0.03 dB/°C (maximum)
the breath of sub-assemblies offer from rapid prototyping
DC
biasproof of concept to full production.
+5.5 V / 250 mA
(typical)
and
Ducommun
Operation
temperature
-40
to
+85
°C
Technologies has produced many high performance
Outline
drawing
WT-C-A3 for specific
millimeterwave
band sub-assemblies
commercial and military system applications.
∆F/∆T

6 dB (typical)

9 dB (typical)

DC to 100 MHz (minimum)

DC to 100 MHz (minimum)

12 degrees (typical)

12 degrees (typical)

-20 dB (maximum)

-20 dB (maximum)

-0.40 MHz/°C (maximum)

-4.0 MHz/°C (typical)

-0.04 dB/°C (maximum)

-0.04 dB/°C (typical)

+5.5 V / 350 mA (typical)

+5.5 V / 650 mA (typical)

-40 to +85 °C

-40 to +85 °C

WT-C-A4

Consult factory
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Ranging Sensor Heads
Bulletin No. SRR

Typical Specifications (Dual Channel)
Parameters / Model #

SRR-24120910-D1

SRR-35121010-D1

SRR-77121210-D1

RF frequency

24.150 GHz

35.500 GHz

76.500 GHz

Varactor tuning range

50 MHz (Min) 0 to +20 V (Typ.)

100 MHz (Min) 0 to +20 V (Typ.)

250 MHz (Min) 0 to +20 V (Typ.)

Transmitter output power

+10 dBm (typical)

+10 dBm (typical)

+10 dBm (typical)

Receiver conversion loss

9 dB (typical)

9 dB (typical)

12 dB (typical)

IF bandwidth

DC to 100 MHz (minimum)

DC to 100 MHz (minimum)

DC to 100 MHz (minimum)

Antenna 3 dB beamwidth

12 degrees (typical)

12 degrees (typical)

12 degrees (typical)

Antenna side lob level

-20 dB (maximum)

-20 dB (maximum)

-20 dB (maximum)

Polarization

right hand circular

right hand circular

right hand circular

Spurious and harmonics

-16 dBc (maximum)

-16 dBc (maximum)

-16 dBc (maximum)

∆F/∆T

-0.20 MHz/°C (maximum)

-0.40 MHz/°C (maximum)

-4.0 MHz/°C (typical)

∆P/∆T

-0.03 dB/°C (maximum)

-0.04 dB/°C (maximum)

-0.04 dB/°C (typical)

DC bias

+5.5 V / 250 mA (typical)

+5.5 V / 350 mA (typical)

+5.5 V / 650 mA (typical)

Operation temperature

-40 to +85 °C

-40 to +85 °C

-40 to +85 °C

Outline drawing

WT-C-A3

WT-C-A4

Consult factory

OUTLINES

4-40 x 0.20 DP
4 PLS
(2 PLS ON THE OTHER SIDE)

IF-I

4-40 x 0.20 DP
4 PLS
(2 PLS ON THE OTHER SIDE)

WiseWave

GND

NO PINS ON THIS
SIDE FOR SINGLE
CHANNEL

M/N: XXXXX
S/N: XXXXX
D/C: XX/XX
GND IF-Q

IF-I
GND

WiseWave

WT-C-A4

M/N: XXXXX
S/N: XXXXX
D/C: XX/XX
GND IF-Q

WT-C-A3

NO PINS ON THIS SIDE
FOR SINGLE CHANNEL

Oscillator Outline may alter

K Band Ranging Sensor Heads

Ka Band Ranging Sensor Heads
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Sensor Heads Application
Sub-assemblies
Notes
Bulletin No.
Bulletin
SRF &
No.
SRR
SSS

FEATURES
Ducommun
Technologies
offers three types
offers
of three
microwave
types of
and
microwave
millimeterwave
and millimeterwave
sensor
sensor
heads.
heads.
TheyThey
are Doppler
are Doppler
 Custom designed
Sensor Heads, Directional Doppler Sensor Heads
 Integrated module or bolt together solution
(SRF Series) and Ranging Sensor Heads (SRR
 High performance
Series). The main objectives of the application notes
 Quick delivery
are to explain the basic principles of Doppler Radar
 Cost effective
and Ranging (Distance) Radar and how Ducommun’s
Ducommun
sensor
Technologies’
heads should
sensor be
heads
implemented
should beto
implemented
configure to
such
configure
Radar
such
systems.
Radar systems.

SRF series single channel Doppler sensor heads offered
by Ducommun Technologies
are designed for
arelong
designed
rangeforDoppler
long range
Radar
application
Doppler Radar
where
application
detectionwhere
sensitivity
detection
is essential.
sensitivity is
essential.
The simplified block diagram of a Doppler Radar formed
by
Theusing
simplified
Ducommun’s
block diagram
single of
channel
a Doppler
sensor
Radar
head
formed
is
shown
by using
in Ducommun
Fig. 2. A high
Technologies’s
quality DC power
single
supply
channel
for Gunn
sensor
oscillator
head is shown
bias, ainlow
Fig.noise
2. A high
IF amplifier
quality DC
andpower
DSP circuitry
supply
are
for Gunn
the minimum
oscillatorrequirements
bias, a low noise
for a IF
system
amplifier
designer
and DSP
to
realize
circuitrysuch
are the
a radar
minimum
system.
requirements
In addition,for
thea moving
system target
radar
designer
cross
to realize
section,such
detection
a radar
distance
system.and
In addition,
target speed
the
are
moving
the main
targetfactors
radar cross
in consideration
section, detection
when specifying
distance and
the
target
transmitting
speed arepower,
the main
antenna
factorsgain
in consideration
and IF frequency
when
bandwidth
specifying the
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transmitting
sensor head.
power,
Theantenna
examplegain
of the
andIFIF
frequency range
bandwidth
of a35
24.15
of GHz
the GHz
sensor
76.5Assembly
The
GHzexample
Doppler
10and
Whead.
PA
radar
of the at
IF various
frequency
speeds
rangeisof
shown
a 24.15
in the
GHz
following
and 76.5
table.
GHz
Doppler radar at various speeds is shown in the following
Among them, the K and Ka band directional Doppler
table.
Radar front ends are in production. More than one
thousand sets have been delivered. In addition,
Transmitting
Freq. (GHz)
24.15
Ducommun
Technologies has delivered
Ka through
W band engineering prototypes for plasma detection
Speed
(Km/Hr.)
10
200
system,
automotive Radar,
speed80Radar, automatic
test set, Radio Telescope, Missile terminal guidance,
IF (Hz)
224
4,475
telecommunication
system,
etc. 1,790
applications.

APPLICATIONS
Doppler Radar

 Radar
Sensors
It iswell
known that Doppler Radar is widely used

Modules
for speed
measurement. The principle behind the
 Test set
Doppler Radar is the frequency shift of a microwave
signal bounced back by a moving object. The resultant
frequency shift is known as Doppler Frequency Shift,
which
is given by the following equation
DESCRIPTION

Fd = 2V (Fo/C) Cos (θ)
Where:
Fo is the transmitter frequency (Hertz).
C is the speed of light, which is 3 x 108 (meter/sec).
V is the speed of the target (meter/sec).
θ is the angle between the radar beam and the moving
target (in degrees) as shown in Fig. 1.

Transmitting
Freq. (GHz)
Ducommun
Technologies

76.50
is approved
to be a
company who can not only supply high performance
Speed
(Km/Hr.)
10 realize80
catalog
products, but also
a concept 200
into
the hardware with state-of-the-art performance
IF (Hz)
709
5,670 production.
14,176
prototypes
and cost effective
volume

Target

θ
30 GHz Plasma Detection
Sensor Assembly

Radar
Ducommun
Technologies understands customers’
needs. Ducommun Technologies not only supplies the
Figure
1. Doppler
Shift and modules,
standard and custom
made
components
but also understands the importance of providing
engineering
designmoves
and service
to its customers.
When
moving target
perpendicular
to the radar
beam, the Fd equals 0, which indicates no Doppler shift.
Ducommun Technologies’s self-contained, in-house
On the other hand, the Fd is equal to 2V(Fo/C) when the
components design and fabrication capacities ensured
target moves parallel to the radar beam or if q is real
the breath of sub-assemblies offer from rapid prototyping
small (0 to 10 degrees).
and proof of concept to full production. Ducommun
Technologies has produced many high performance
millimeterwave band sub-assemblies for specific
commercial and military system applications.

Figure 2. Simplied Doppler Radar
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Bulletin No. SRF & SRR

Doppler Directional Radar
In certain applications, one not only has to know the
target speed, but also the target moving directions,
i.e., whether the target is approaching to the radar
or receding from the Radar. The examples for such
applications are the law enforcement radar systems
used by police officer or door openers in the building
entrance. Also, such radar systems are often used for
distinguishing vibrating targets, fan rotations or curtain
movements caused by the wind from a real intrusion in
the security system.

SRF Dual
DC
Power

Gunn
Osc.

Polarizer
Diplexer
90 °

Mixer 2

Mixer 1
IF1

IF2

The implement of the directional information is realized
by adding an additional mixer to the single channel
sensor head with a 90 degrees phase difference. The
mixer used in the directional sensor is sometimes known
as phase detector or I/Q mixer. The phase relationship
between two mixers is that the first mixer will lead the
second, or the phase shift is positive if the target is
approaching the radar, while the phase will lag if the
target is receding from the radar.

Amp 1

Display

DSP

Amp 2

Phase
Detector

Control Unit

SRF series dual channel Doppler sensor heads offered
by Ducommun Technologies
are designed for
arelong
designed
rangeforDirectional
long
Doppler
range Directional
Radar applications
Doppler Radar
whereapplications
detection sensitivity
where
is
detection
essential.
sensitivity is essential.

Figure 3. Simplied Directional Doppler Radar
SRR series dual channel Doppler sensor heads offered
by Ducommun Technologies
are designed for
arelong
designed
rangeforFMCW
long
Radar
range application.
FMCW Radar application.

The simplified block diagram of a Directional Doppler
Radar achieved by using Ducommun’s
Ducommun Technologies’s
dual channel
sensor
dual channel
head is
sensor
shownhead
in the
is Fig.
shown
3. In
in athe
similar
Fig. 3.
manner,
In a
a
similar
high quality
manner,
DC
a power
high quality
supply
DC
forpower
Gunnsupply
oscillator
for Gunn
bias,
oscillator
a lowbias,
noise
a low
IF amplifier
noise IF and
amplifier
DSP and
circuitry
DSPare
circuitry
the
minimum
are the minimum
requirements
requirements
for a system
for a system
designerdesigner
to realize
to
such
realize
a radar
such asystem.
radar system.

DC
Power

Gunn
Osc.

Polarizer
Diplexer

Ranging (Distance) Radar

Mixer
SRR Single

In many applications, one has to know not only the
speed of a moving target, but also the range or distance
between the moving or stationary target and the radar. In
this case, a Frequency Modulation Continuos Waveform
(FMCW) technique may be used in the sensor head to
realize the ranging radar.

Display

DSP

IF
IF
Amplifie
r

Control Unit

Implementing the FMCW technique in the sensor head
is to replace the fixed tuned oscillator with a Varactor or
voltage tuned one.

Figure 4. Simplied FMCW Ranging Radar
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Ducommun’sTechnologies’
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APPLICATIONS
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Thetime
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timeDESCRIPTION
by
usingramping rate (N), one can find the transit
time by using
∆T = (Ft-Fr)/N,
∆T = (Ft-Fr)/N,
where Ft and Fr are the IF frequency at mixer IF port
where
in Hz and
Ft and
N isFr
Hz/sec.
are the IF frequency at mixer IF port
in Hz and N is Hz/sec.

F (GHz)

F2
F1

30
∆F

Transmitter
Frequency

From the description above, an FMCW ranging radar can
detect not only the stationary target, but also the moving
target. Therefore, an FMCW radar is a Doppler Ranging
Radar.

Ranging (Distance) Radar with
Directional Doppler Feature
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Ducommun Technologies’
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6.
in Fig. 6.
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Power
Radar front ends are in production. More than one
thousand sets have been delivered. In addition,
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GHz Plasma Detection
Sensor Assembly

Control Unit

Ducommun Technologies understands customers’
∆T
needs. Ducommun
Technologies not only supplies the
standard and
custom
made components and modules,
T1 T2
but also understands the importanceTime
of providing
engineering design and service to its customers.
Figure 5. FMCW Radar Frequency vs. Time

Figure 6. Simplied FMCW Ranging Radar with Directional
Doppler Feature

Ducommun Technologies’s self-contained, in-house
components design and fabrication capacities ensured
Therefore,
theofrange
(distance) is
given
byrapid prototyping
the breath
sub-assemblies
offer
from
of concept to full production. Ducommun
R =and
(∆Tproof
x C)/2
Technologies has produced many high performance
8
Where
C is the speed
light, which is 3for
x 10
millimeterwave
bandofsub-assemblies
specific
(meter/sec).
commercial and military system applications.
The range accuracy is governed by the ramp linearity.
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